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                Summer 1 

In English, we are focusing on the Vikings. We 

have been busy gathering lots of information to 

use in a non-chronological report. 

 

 We have started practising for the Year 4 

Multiplication Check which is in June.  It is the 

same format as ‘Sound Check’ on TTRS.  The more 

the children practise their timestables at home 

the easier they will find this.  Timestable fluency 

also helps them so much with their Maths work. 

Thank you for you for your support! 

 

 

 

 

 

 



English 

Writing based on our history topic 

of The Vikings 

We will be doing whole class 

reading sessions 3 times a week as 

well as spelling and handwriting. 

 

 Mathematics 

Addition and Subtraction: problem 

solving and statistics 

Measurement- capacity 

Multiplication and Division: multiplying 

2 and 3 digit numbers by a single digit, 

recall of multiplication facts, problem 

solving 

Daily timestable practise 

 

 Science 

We will be continuing our 

learning about sound then 

moving onto our animal topic. 

We will focus on food chains, 

classification, keys and how 

changes to the environment 

effect animals.     

 

PE 

Our focuses will be dance 

and cricket 

Trips 

As we cannot visit the Antarctic or 

any natural disaster hotspots for 

our trip this term ☺ we would love 

to get an explorer in to talk to the 

children about their experiences.  

If anyone knows of someone who 

would be willing to do this we would 

love to hear from you! 

Information for Parents 

PE will be on a Tuesday and Friday. On Tuesdays, we will be 

outside so please make sure your child has the appropriate 

clothing for the weather. 

Our topic this half term… 

 

 

We will be continuing to learn about the Vikings and then moving onto 

learning about Peru with a focus on mountains. 

In Art we will be making Viking pendants out of clay. 

 

Trips 

There are no trips this 

half term 
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